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"The charm of history and its enigmatic hsson consist in the fact that, from age to age, nothing changes
and yet everything is completely different."
Aldous Huxley
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Because Vikings were either
burned or buried with their ships,
the vessels disappeared from service rather quickly after the Vikings
fell, victims of a changing political
climate and deforestation of their
own lands. As a result, by the late
19th century, no one remembered
what a Viking ship looked like
depictions from that time showing
European-styl- e
ships with square
sails.
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This is part of what makes Viking
ships so interesting for archeolo-gist- s.
Because of the great care
Vikings in Norway took with the
burial of their dead in ships, especially royalty, some of the ships
have been found incredibly
In particular, Hale discussed a royal yacht found at
Oseberg, the beginning of Viking
ship archeology.
Another huge find discussed by
Hale was a collection of sunken
ships found in a fjord at Roskilde.
The site contained each of the four
major types of Viking vessel, all of
them
making it a
veritable "Sears-Roebucatalogue
of Viking ships," in Hale's words.
The Oseberg ship, the Roskilde
ships and other finds revealed
Viking ships to be remarkable
While European
unique vessels.
wooden ships depended on their
ribbed planks for strength and support, the strength of Viking ships
is in their skin
the planks (hat go
down the length of the ship.
This was accomplished by cutting
trees radially to ensure the unifor
well-preserv-
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longships, the topic of John Hale's lecture this past Tuesdaywere considered
fearsome and effective at raiding, looting and pillaging (Photo by AP).
Viking

well-preserv-

Jonah Comstock
Editor in Chief
Professor of
the
University of
Anthropology at
lecture on
John
Hale's
Louisville
held
Tuesday
the Viking longships,
1
1
Scovel
in
Hall,
a.m.
morning at
was billed as illustrated, the brightness of the morning and the snow
outside rendered his slides all but
useless. Even without the illustrations, however, Hale's lecture, enti
Although

tled "Dragons of the North: The
World of Viking Longships," was
quite animated.
Though the focal point of the
talk
was the Viking longships, it
.
touched upon a variety of aspects
of Viking life and history, as well
as the archeological history of the
discovery of Viking ships. The
Norse tribes collectively referred to
as Vikings were active as a civilization from about 800 C.E. until
about 1100 C.E. During this time,

Hale argued, it was their unique
and formidable sailing craft, more
than anything else, that accounted
for their fearsomeness and effectiveness at raiding, looting, and pillaging as well as exploration and
commerce.
Unlike traditional European sailing vessels, Viking ships were open,
like scaled up canoes.
"There was no 'below decks,'" said
Hale. "There were no decks. This
was a different kind of ship."

ed.

ed,

ck

mity of planks and by overlapping
the planks, making the space
between them, a strong point rather
than a weak one.
Much of the controversy about
Viking longships has been related
to the discovery of America
could a Viking ship have crossed
the Atlantic to North America?
describe
Leif
Ancient
sagas
Erikson discovering a land called
Vinland, likely the coast of Canada,
around 1000 C.E
nearly 500
years before Christopher Columbus.
Hale described several cases of
"experimental archeology," wherein
scholars reconstructed or restored
Viking longships using period tools
and attempted, successfully, to sail
them across the ocean. Finally the
matter was put to rest when a
Norwegian couple discovered a
Viking ship in Newfoundland after
a voyage to trace Erikson's original
route from the Saga.
Hale's particular work, which lie
discussed towards the end of the talk,
traces the evolutionary roots of the
canoe-lidesign of the longship.
Although the design had formerly
been traced back to the Inuits, Hale
said that he noticed similar designs
used by peoples from the Pacific
islands to central Africa, which he
described as "a worldwide tradition
that had been completely forgotten."
Why "Dragons of the North?" I lale
explained that the Viking poets
described their longships as dragons,
the sail as their wing and that the
long tall keel was often crafted to
resemble a dragon head.
ke

National Eating Disorder Awareness Week kicks off
Northeast Ohio,
including, "What to Say to
Chief Copy Editor
Students about Eating Disorders
a talk for educators, professionals
Do not be alarmed if you are in
and parents" in Westlake, "A Day of
Cleveland next week and see over
Breaking Barriers ... Getting
50 women smashing scales with
Real about Eating Disorders on a
sledge hammers, bowling balls
"Studies show
as College Campus" in Akron and
and baseball bats in the middle of
a field. The "scale smashing" is many 10 million females "Identifying and Treating Eating
Disorders in the Primary Care
the kickoff to a series of events
for
a
Talk
open to the public hosted by The and one million males in Setting
and
Professionals,
Families
Eating Disorder Advocates of the
suffer from an eatPatients" in Beachwood.
for
National Eating
Ohio
The week will conclude with
disorder. EDAO and
Disorder Awareness Week.
an exclusive showing of, "The
"Studies show that as many as
the community need
Mask of Perception: Real People
10 million females and one million
males in the U.S. suffer from an raise awareness, provide ... Real Stories... Real Recovery
- Michelle
disorder,"
... Dare to look behind the mask
eating
and improve of an eating disorder into a
of EDAO
Togliatti,
said. "EDAO and the community
Perception becomes
education tO helD flffht this wor'(' w',ereAkron.
in
need to raise awareness, provide
Reality"
t
(
In addition to these seminars
resources and improve education epidemic
.
and screenings the EDAO is askto help fight this epidemic."
Ohio
EDAO is a charitable organiMichelle Togliatti ing residents of Northeast
to "get real" and donate any jeans
zation formed to provide assis
that no longer fit to the various
tance to individuals and families
of EDAO bin locations throughout the
dealing with eating disorders
region. All jeans will be donated
throughout the state of Ohio. Its
primary purpose is to educate and NEDAW will be the screening of to The Battered Women's Shelter
create community awareness of the live documentary that has been of Summit and Medina Counties.
The College is also joining in with
eating disorders, while striving to in development since April 2009,
titled, "Behind the Mask of efforts to spread awareness alxwt eateliminate insurance discrimination
Perception," which will be used to ing disorders during National Eating
for treatment. EDAO is the only
organization of its kind in the state raise awareness and education in Disorders Awareness Week.
One way students can find out
of Ohio, receiving calls daily schools.
information is to look for posts in
The various organizations
throughout the, state about the
treatment options for adults and involved with NEDAW will be The Pot from the campus organizachildren who are affected by eating hosting a variety of free seminars tion Students Helping Students.
disorders.
Every year the EDAO volunteers
look for new ways to raise awareness. According to Togliatti, the
most exciting event planned for

Grainne Carlin

throughout
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The kickoff activity for EDAO is the public
event where individuls are encouraged to smash
their scales in an attempt to show they're more than a
number (Photo courtesy Beckie Jones).
scale-smashin-

'll,

Amelia Burris
a member of the
group, talked about its positive influence. "The members of Students

Helping Students are trained to
counsel fellow Wooster students in

all aspects of physical and mental

health, including eating disorders.
While we do not have all the
answers, we are here to listen and
know of professionals who can help."
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News Editor Laney Austin
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Features
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discusses the top five ways
to avoid awkward interactions on campus. Turn to
page 3 to read what she
has to say.
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Brandelle Knights gives her
viewpoint on the College's
elusive

short-ter-

Read her
page 4.

m
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During Africa Week, one of

the highlights was Jesse
Matador, a French musician who entertained the
campus. See page 5 for
more information.

Senior theatre majors performed their I.S. presentations this past week. For a
full review of the shows,
see page 6.

The women's basketball

team hands Wittenberg
University its first confer-

ence loss of the season.
The full story can be found
on

page

8.
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Friday,

2

February

unique concert

Piano

Baldwin
Wallace Robert Mayerovitch and eel- list Anna Lemler'10. Tickets are free
for students, faculty and staff and $5
for the public.
at

Professor Gregory Shaya of the
history department presented "Man
Bites Dog and Other News Fantasies:
Sensationalism in Late 19th and Early
20th Century France" as the first
Faculty at Large Lecture of the
Spring semester on Tuesday, Feb. 16

:

i

Shaya presented his findings of
studying sensationalist newspapers in
France at the turn of the 20th centuHis work centered around the
ry.
ideas of German philosopher Jurgen
Habermas, who believed the "public
sphere" operated as a place for public
discourse and critical and rational

:

'

;

Shaya argued that as French newspapers became more widespread, they
contributed to the development of
French culture in the public sphere.
I le said that the press shapes the pub-

,

reading Le Petit Journal." Similarly,
"Le Petit Parisian" gave its readers
the sense that their newspaper would
bring people together in "sublime

:

every day life."
;

According to Shaya, the rapid
increase in newspapers printed daily
to demonstrate the power of the

service

an emotionally responsive culture.
According to Habermas, the press
produces a certain kind of people,
and Shaya concluded that the French
press of the late 19th and early 20th

Shaya used examples of four dominant newspapers of the time period,
all which used sensational news
ries to attract readers. Violence, ani

'

plans.

centuries created a culture of empa-thet- ic
and emotional people who

Feb.

lower in delinquency
Incident

Credit card delinquency has stabilized, according to the six major
lenders, and shares of the credit card
Bank of
companies have jumped.

Witness found a firecracker
on the 2nd floor
Student handed staff the
firecracker
Student w $800 in tickets,
no permit

ly completing a manuscript, tentatively titled "Mayham for Moderns:
The Sensationalism of Violence in

of Michican after
University
studying in Paris and at the
University of California, Berkeley.
He is an associate professor in the
history department and is current

Modern France." Although his
previous work has focused on
French history, Shaya recently
began work on the history of the
Wayne County Fair.

'

Andrews Library

Window broken from the
outside
Window broken in the
men's restroom
Stall ripped from wall in
men's restroom
Someone broke off both

delinquency rates since
December. Economists predict a seasonal economic recovery later this
spring, and expect to see signs of a
cyclical recovery in the later months
of 2010.

Good news for med
school applicants

28,

Fire Alarm
Smoke detector

8:36 p.m.

Andrews Library

28,

Kennedy Apt

210,1:20

8:36 p.m.

'

p.m

'

DateTime

.

activated- -

unknown

Kennedy Apt

212,

Lowry Center

2 10, 3:50 p.m.

Underground

2 13, 2:00 a.m.

Underground

213,

Underground

2 13, 2:00 a.m.

Underground

213,

Holden Hall

2 14, 1:30 a.m.

Holden Hall

214,

Kate House

2 14, 12:47 p.m.

Kate House

214,

3:16 p.m.

t

Substance
Found marijuana
pipe in Mom's

Assault
Douglass Hall

2 IS, 2:45 a.m.

Holden Hall

213,

9:04 a.m.

Bornhuetter Hall

213,

12:48 p.m

213,

12:43 p.m

Lot

1

lBissman

mirrors
Fire Alarm

Medical schools are expected to
surge in numbers. These new schools
are seeking to address an imbalance
in American medicine that has been
growing for a quarter century. If all
the schools being proposed actually
opened, they would amount to an 18
percent increase in the 131 medical
schools across the country.

Location

Incident

side

Hot shower set off smoke
detector
Welding in basement
set off alarm
Witness contacted SPS
about smoke

- 14

DateTime

Vandalism'

their

Kennedy Apt

210,

Wishart Hall

211,2:29

p.m

Wishart Hall

21 1, 2:29

p.m

10:58 p.m

Involved in fight outside
Underground
Involved in fight outside
Underground
Involved in fight outside

2:00 a.m.

Underground
Involved in fight outside
Underground
Victim hit by suspect in
the face
Suspect reportedly punched
victim
Victim reported being
punched by suspect
Suspect reportedly punched
and choked the victim

2:00 a.m.

1:30 a.m.

12:47 p.m.

Athletes mourn the death of fellow participant in Vancouver games

INTERNATIONAL

Although the opening ceremonies of the Olympics were

Taliban commander

captured by jointforce

stages of Obama's military surge
against the Taliban. Taliban-allie- d
reps and members of the Afghani
parliament met in the Maldives to
discuss a possible end to the war.

Location

8-

Information

America Corp and American Express
Co have reported drops in delinquency rates, and Capital One Financial
Corp, Discover Financial Services, JP
Morgan Chase & Co. and Citigroup
Inc. have rexrted little change in

mander, was seized in a Karachi raid
and U.S. Forces.
by Pakistani
Baradar's seizure comes in the early

value an emotional response to suffering.
Shaya earned his Ph.D. from the

Campus Security Reports

,

The Pakistani military and United
States diplomatic officials confirm
Mullah Abdul Ghani Baradar, the
Afghan Taliban's top military com- -

Shaya presented on French newspapers and 19th century sensationalism in the first faculty at large lecture this
semester (Photo courtesy OPI).

said Shaya. '

The widespread appeal not only
marketed the newspapers to the most
amount of people, but it brought the
French people together and created

5 million.

ek

NATIONAL
Credit card companies

communication,"

French press. In 1860, 150,000 newspapers were printed per day in Paris,
and that number increased to 1
lion in 10 years and by 1910 stood at

The trustees are considering various
hours-per-we-

bring people together in new ways, to
create a new community," said Shaya.
Even the newspapers themselves
used this mindset to appeal to a broad
"Le Petit
spectrum of readers.
Journal," one of the four prominent
newspapers of the time, used the slogan, "all classes rub shoulders in

lic conceptions, and those ideals
"shape politics, social experience and

Wayne County Sheriff 's Office budget cuts have drastically reduced the
number of patrol cars on Wayne
County roads to 12, and East Union
Township officials feel additional
policing services may be necessary.
24-ho- ur

republicanism.
"The fantasy of solidarity in .the
late 19th century press promised to

debate.

Township proposes
increased patrolling
Fast Union Township Trustees are
considering a proposal forwarded by
Apple Creek Police to provide
patrolling services for the township.

Newspapers appealed to emotions,
said Shaya, which in turn impacted
society by integrating separate social
groups and creating a sense of
belonging, as well as support for

in Lean Lecture Hall.

LOCAL

proposals, including
and 120, 90 and GO

Laney Austin

mal attacks, murders and child abuse
were all common themes that caught
the attention of readers.
Graphic
illustrations usually accompanied the
most gruesome stories. Publications
usually printed novels in every edition, giving its readers entertainment
as well as sensationalized news.

Margaret Donnelly
Sports Editor

Symphony to perform
The Wooster Symphony Orchestra
will perform the first movement of
Elgar's Cello Concerto in E minor,
Rachmaninoff's Piano Concerto No. 2,
and Prokofiev's Lieutenant Kije Suite.
Performances will be held Saturday,
Feb. 20, at 8:15 p.m. and Sunday, Feb.
21, at 4 p.m in Gault Recital Hall in
Scheide Music Center. The Orchestra
will feature solo performances by

allana mortelu

shaya presents first Faculty at Large lecture
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spectacular event, there was some sadness in the air in
Vancouver. Earlier that day Nodar Kumaritashvili, a luger com- peting for the Republic of Georgia, was involved in a fatal crash
on the track. Kumaritashvili was attempting his final practice run
when he lost control of his sled and was thrown into a steel pil- lar. His death sparked a major controversy over the safety of the
proclaimed "fastest Olympic track in history." With participants
reaching speeds of over 90 mph, the Olympic committee wast- ed no time in making serious adjustments to the track in order
to secure the safety of the other athletes. The International
Olympic Committee President Jacques Rogge has made a
tearful, public apology on behalf of the games stating, "I have no
words to describe how we feel" (Photo by AP).
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Rites compiled by Alexandra
DeGmndchamp and Laney Austin

In last week's front page article on
Professor Valerie Smith's lecture, we
reported that Smith participated in a
faculty panel prior to the lecture. In
fact, because of the snow, Smith did
not attend the panel., Professors
Foster, Naous, and M. Prendergast
presented instead. The Voice erred in
reporting on the panel based on publicity materials and not verifying the
information.
While we strive for excellence
every week, we, too, sometimes fall
short. Please send your corrections
to voiceuvoster.edu.

For exclusive web content,
check out the Voice's Web site

Show off your investigative
skills! Become a writer for
the News section of the

www,

vvoice.,

.

thewoostervoice
.com

E-m- ail

Allana Mortell and Laney

Austin at voicenewswooster.edu

Section Editors:
Kris Fronzak
Hannah
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Diorio-Tot- h

The Wooster Voice
Published Weekly on Fridays

When

people think about
they tend to associate a
Editors in Chief
variety of different characteristics
with our cam- EDITORIAL BOARD
'
P''s- Some peo- Charles Horenstein, Managing Editor
pie think of our
I '
Allana Mortell, News Editor
Marten Dollinger, A&E Editor
liV
I
independent
Laney Austin, News Editor
Madelyn Halstead, Features Editor
stutty program,
A""
Kris Fronzak, Viewpoints Editor
Tamari Farquharson, Features Editor
our
winning
Viewpoints Editor
Hannah Diorio-Totsports teams or
Elle Bloom, Features Editor
laney
overall
our
Maureen Sill, Photo Editor
Chris Weston, Sports Editor
engaged and polite student body.
Sarah Harbottle, Photo Editor
Matthew Yannie, Sports Editor
Although these traits may be true,
George Myatt, A&E Editor
Margaret Donnelly, Sports Editor
there is something missing from
Lee McKinstry, A&E Editor
Andrew Collins, Senior Photographer our mission statement. An incredibly important trait that might
Alexandra DeGrandchamp, Senior Staff Writer
be a requirement on your
Kevin Carpenter, Business Manager
Ashley Farrar, Chief Copy Editor
admission application
everyone
Michael Gellert, Business Staff
Grainne Carun, Chief Copy Editor
here is awkward.
I don't care if you are sitting
Bob West, Business Staff
Jason Weingardt, Production Assistant
back in your chair right now thinkShitong Zhan, Business Staff
Nathan Comstock, Production Assistant
ing about how not awkward you are
Emily Timmerman. Production Assistant
Kay Sowers, Assistant Web Editor
because you're "that guy" that talks
Kipaya Kapiga, Web Editor
to everyone, all the time, in every
Atl materials published herein are property of The Wooster Voice and cannot
class. Newsflash: that makes you
be reproduced without written consent of the editors. The Voice can be contactawkward. I am convinced that it is
ed by mail at
The College of Wooster, Wooster, OH 44691 or by phone
the goal of everyone here to avoid
sober eye contact, speaking and the
can be sent to the editors at voicewooster.edu.
at (330)

Jonah Comstock

Andrew Vogel
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as-wel-

into everyone and ANYONE possible. What other school can claim that
their pathways are designed to be
awkward? Thanks, Wooster. I now
know why I see kids trekking across
the snow-riddthey are
grass
most likely trying to avoid you."
cell phone.
2. Utilize your
'
Although I think this method is etiquette flawed, pretending to talk on
your cell, phone allows you to

l

C-3187,

E-ma-

il

physical contact at all costs. So, in that spirit, I
have decided to help my fellow campus freaks out. After much observation and strategic dodging, I have

always-controvers- ial

To the Editor:
I would like to voice my support for Ashlee Wroten '1 and my digust at the
inability of the College of Wooster to show even the slightest bit of flexibility in this situation.
For those of you who do not know, Ashlee Wroten was dismissed from the
1

College of Wooster due to an outstanding balance of $3,000. A group of students rallied to try and raise the money, only to find out that Ashlee could not
come back to Wooster this semester due to the fact that she has already withdrawn. If a group of students, such as the members of this group, rally together in an honorable way to provide a really positive member of our campus community with a small financial push to get her where she needs to be, then why

en

escape the possibility that someone
will say hello to you. You can even
take it a little further and start talk-

.

8.

February

19

3

Avoiding COW awkwardness

The College of Wooster's Student Newspaper Since 1883

263-259-

Friday,

jr

compiled a list of the top five best
ways to avoid contact with humans
on campus.
1. Avoid the walking paths. I
would like to know who laid' out the

plans for these walking paths
because whoever did wanted the
design to ensure that students run

ing about something borderline
inappropriate, so not only will people not want to talk to you, they
also might give you more personal
space. If you're not big on the
whole talking aspect (let's face it, if
you're still reading this, you're
probably not) then whip out your
mobile and start texting up a fury.
Make it animated! Add in some
sound effects. Everyone here is
weird, why not you?
3. Pretend you didn't hear someone if they try to talk to you. Some
people may think this is rude. I
think this is a survival technique.
There's always that one person who
feels the need to scream across the
quad so you see them. They always
want your attention for something
incredibly insignificant and obnoxious. If you don't hear them, not
only will you continue on your
conmerry way with a guilt-fre- e
scious, but they will also look like a
moron. Better yet, when they yell
your name, just starting running in

the other direction and scream,
"She doesn't even go here!"
4. Walk with someone intimidating. Be specific about the people you
choose to associate with. In my
opinion, the more intimidating and
bizarre people, the better chance

you have of someone avoiding conversing with you. For example,
don't walk with your close friends if
you want people to avoid you. Walk
with someone that makes everyone
a sure bet to keep
uncomfortable
the strangers away.
5. Run places. Everyone walks at
the speed of a sloth here. Not only
will this be a great source of athletic exercise, but also what person
would stop a kid who is in a dead
sprint to somewhere? That's just

rude. On another positive note, you
always will be the first kid to your
class and probably have time to
grab a drink of water to relieve

your exhaustion. Think about it.
In most situations, I would advocate politeness and common courtesy, but I understand that this
school is filled with socially awkward individuals who don't understand the value of human communication. Those people now have a
whole list of ideas of how to stay
elusive and mysterious. Plus, seeing
people sprinting around campus
will make for one amazing Wooster
promotional video.
Laney Austin is a news editor for the
Voice. She can be reached at
LAustin I lwooster.edu.

should she not be able to
after the money is collected?
Furthermore, shame on the administration, and one dean in particular, for
being personally rude to Wroten when she was in need of only a meager
amount of assistance, saying "A student like you does not deserve to be here (at
the College of Wooster)." As of June 2008, the College's endowment stands at
re-enr- oll

acatuition including room and board for the 2009-201- 0
demic year is $44,280. Is there no emergency financial aid fund for small tuition
imbalances such as this one? I believe one must be created to avoid future situ
ations such as this.
Surely, Wroten did not want to be in this situation and the College is founded upon a strong Presbyterian values of community. Those values were
violated yesterday, when she was rudely dismissed from this school.
The College calls itself a community because there are many people here
g,
passionate, and full of positive energy. The
exactly like Wroten:
Wooster administration should reach out to Ashlee and bring her back this

$'287 million. Total

egre-gious- ly

hard-workin-

semester. Stay strong, Ashlee.
Daniel Broder
DBroderl lwooster.edu

for a reason

try to

So the reason for chem-fre- e
programs like Common Grounds, far

keep my two

hats as editor in chief of the
and
student coordinator

Voice

of

Common
Grounds,
Wooster's
chem-fre-

e

on-cam-

pus

cof-

feehouse, sep-

Last
arate.
Friday, howjonah'tr. vtstovK
ever, saw an
incident that
made me want to talk to the campus community as a whole about
what we do. Specifically, after a
crowded night, one of my staff
members found cigarette butts on
our porch and even inside the
--

house.
I'm happy to say that these situations are relatively infrequent, but
they do always seem to happen on
weekends when we have wide-appe- al
entertainers, where we
bring in a crowd that doesn't come
atmosphere. It
for the chem-fre- e
makes me wonder whether the general population at Wooster knows
programs are
what the chem-fre- e
all about.
We don't have designs on running
anylxnly's lives or eliminating alcohol
or tobacco entirely. We respect that in
a free country people can and should
choose how they will live their lives
with regards to addictive and
mind-alteri-

ng

substances.
But we also recognize that on

college campuses, where young
people are experiencing their first
taste of independence from their
parents, the exercise of those freedoms can get out of hand. In
places where drinking occurs, it
or
often becomes the main event
the necessary social lubricant to
really get enjoyment out of college
parties.

from trying to stop people from
having fun, is to try to make sure
everyone has the chance to have
fun. We provide one place that's
always there on a Friday or
Saturday night, or even on a Woo
Wednesday, where students can
come and know they won't be asked
or pressured to drink or smoke.
Our customers value that sense of
safety and sanctuary, whether they
have chosen not to drink or smoke
at all, or they just don't feel like
that scene on a particular night.
That's the reason I was offended
to find those cigarette butts in our
business, just as I am whenever
drunk partiers think it would be
funny to visit us during business
hours or as I was when I saw one of
our entertainers rolling a joint on
the front step. We don't ask anyone
to give up their habits and we're
not pushing an agenda. We are trying to create a safe space, and
though it takes our whole program
to create that Space, it only takes
one person to violate it.
Everyone is welcome at Common
Grounds, just as everyone is welcome at the Gallows performances
or at Wooster Activities Crew or
activStudent Activities-sponsore- d
ities that are designated dry or
chem-fre- e.
We try hard to sponsor
activities and entertainers with a
wide appeal and advertise them
widely on campus. But like each of
those places, we ask that when
you're with us you respect the decisions others have made and leave
your alcohol, illegal drugs and cigarettes at home.

Illustration by Gillian Daniels. She can be reached at GDaniels10wooster.edu.

Obama following Roosevelt's legacy
When President Barack Obama
accepted his Nobel Prize two
months ago for his thoughts on the
environmen?
tal crisis that
our
scathes
-laworld,
.

w v

ment

Us

i

oned

that there is
an interest of
grif
all nations to
others
"see
elevated." Why, I ask, is he getting
the prize for1 something that was
said 100 years ago?
Over winter break this year I was
fortunate enough to meet with
James Lewis, the resident historian
at the Forest History Society located in Durham, N.C. Me mentioned
he was working on a piece about
Obama's policies being founded 100
years ago by Theodore Roosevelt
and then Chief of the Forest
Service, Gifford Pinchot. After
looking further into this, I see it as
necessary to inform my fellow
Wooster students of this.
In February of 1909 Roosevelt
was the main speaker at a North
American Conservation conference.
With Pinchot in attendance, the
President told his audience of the
"conservation doctrine" that the
two had been developing in the
eight years prior to the conference.
He warned fellow leaders of things
such as the overuse of timber, mineral and water resources and
Jonah Comstock is an
of assured them that he was willing to
head a plan to conserve these natuthe Voice. He can be reached for comment
ral assets. The other leaders at the
at JComstock 1 owooster.edu
editor-in-chi-

civ--.v!- A

ef

i

conference were looking forward to birth of the Cold War.
Obama's speech in Copenhagen
the expansion of his message to
the rest of the world that was paralleled Pinchot's ideals some 60
scheduled for November 1909 in years later. Obama stated "it is not
the Netherlands. The President's
merely scientists and environmental
successor, William Howard Taft, activists who call for swift and
forceful action
however, canceled it.
it's military leadPinchot continued to emphasize ers in my own country and others
Jiis plan for conservation to every who understand our common secupresident after Taft, mentioning
rity hands in the balance." Hopefully
we can see Obama continue to delivthat it may be the only way to "permanent world peace." The younger er on conservation plans to help the
Roosevelt began to listen when crisis that could have possibly been
Pinchot mentioned atomic energy avoided had we all listened to
Pinchot in the 1940s.
as part of his conservation program. After Pinchot's death in
contribu946 there w ere few people to conGrif Edwards is a first-tim- e
tinue his plan. The conservation tor to the Voice. He can be reached for
movement seemed to die with the comment at grifedwardsgmail.com.
1

Have an Opinion?
Viewpoints would love to hoar what you think about current
events and issues, from campus developments to global news. If
'
you're interested in writing, or if you'd like to comment on what
you've read here, contact Viewpoints at voiceviewpoints(f
or email us individually at
or HKFron.ak(c?ginail.roni.
u,
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The Voice welcomes letters to the ei'.ll;
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words in length and must be ivu
by the Voice by 5 p.m. on the Monday before Friday puUication.
All letters must be signed, observe standard felling an.l p.
m .en
matical rules and include con tat' t information. The
f

Letters cannot exceed

.350
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right to proofread and w ithhold letters.
Please send letters via
to vo'uv iewp. i:
Letters can also be sent by campus mail to C-- .'i 17, 77,'
College of Wooster, Wooster, Oil 41G!M.
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Some people complain that it's a some reason or other. Nikki
as
or Porsche Girl
waste of money and resources. And Catsouras
perhaps it is. she's come to be know n, died several
But the truth years ago in a car crash. Pictures
I
of the matter from that crash made it onto the
including a gory picture
is
that the Internet
Olympics are of her nearly severed head hanging
one of the out the car window, which was later
- - put into a chain email that her own
biggest
krisfronj.uk
fiers on
father inadvertently opened and saw.
What this all comes down to is that
planet.
The
Winter Olympics alone have been the basic right to privacy has been
hosted consistently every four years violated again and again. I'm not
since 1924, except for cancellations
naive enough to hope that people w ill
in 1940 and 1944 due to World War eventually realize what they're doing
is disrespectful. I'm not trying to sinII. Each time, more and more counhave
out the people who have conathletes
particigle
sent
tries
to
to the staggering amount of
tributed
millions
of
Millions
peoupon
pate.
for these sorts of pictures
searches
in
cheer
to
tune
on
figure
ple
whatever and videos. I'm reproaching those
skaters, curlers, lugers
who are the source of these pictures,
suits their fancy.
This! if nothing else, is why the
especially the media w ho is supposed
media should have
to specialize in
knowing what
treated the death of
Olympic luger Nodar
so is puhlishable
a
and
what
Kumaritashvili with
believes in should be withmore respect. There
is a very fine line
in life and held from the
general public.
between reporting
especially
final
Nodar's
information for the
moments did
good of the public,
death, we
and
not need to be
feeding our
exposed to the
for
all
curiosity
it
world.
entire
things gruesome and
much
twisted.
The Games are
about bringing
For those of you
reverence.
who might have
people together
nd discover- - ,
missed this, last
Friday an athlete named Nodar ing other cultures. I watched the
Kumaritashvili from Georgia
the opening ceremonies in a friend's
room. During the parade, when Iran
Eurasian country, not the state
was practicing luging on the inarched out, she let out a gasp. "This
sounds so racist . . but I never knew
Olympic track when his sled flew
d.
out of control, sending him off the they were so
They
track and slamming him directly look really similar to us." And they
did. I could almost see the wheels
into a steel pole. He died of complications on his way to the hospital. turning in her head as she considered
Being the fifth Winter Olympic w hat she w as seeing.
The participants themselves also
death ever and only the second
Olympic luger to die made his death cite the Olympics as a time to meet
very high profile. So high profile, in people, make friends, and network
fact, that soon after his deatli video's
with people who share their same
of the crash popped up all over the passion, no matter how far away
web and even the news. This part I
they live form one another. And it's
agree with, since the video silences true. You can see nervous athletes
any questions from people who chatting with each other before
s.
might not know what luging is or events, or discussing results
They're in a strange place,
not understand how the crash hapsurrounded by cameras and unfapened. But the line was crossed with
subsequent images and footage of miliar people. They're bound to
people trying to resuscitate the make connections. That is what our
media should focus on, not showing
bloody, paralyzed Nodar, who died
soon afterward.
grisly images designed to draw
attention to a single, traumatic
For a culture that so strongly
believes in dignity in life and espeevent that isn't even related to the
cially after death, we certainly aren't
true meaning of the Games.
treating it with very much reverence.
This is only one example of the slew Kris Fronzak is a 1'invpoints editor for
the Voice. She can be reached for comof widely publicized, gruesome
deaths that have become trendy for ment at hhfmnzakgmail.com
1
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Editorial cartoon by Gus Fuguitt. He can be reached at GFuguitt13wooster.edu.

Reality TV lets viewers escape reality
When many of us were young
of being big stars
when we crew
In
high
up.
school, those of
us with zero
performance or
l
athletic talent
rerouted our life
hannahtlioriototh
plans and set
tled for dreams
like becoming a doctor or a lawyer.
And then, one day in college,
while watching TV to avoid
working on that thing called
"I.S.," a marathon of "Real
World" comes on. From that
moment forward the spark of
our once extinguished flame is
rekindled. We realize, "I ley, I can
be famous too!"
In 2010, it appears as if all the
most interesting "celebrities"
aren't actually famous for their
work. Britney Spears was definitely not as interesting until she
shaved her head. The media
would much rather cover Lindsay
Lallan's latest stint in rehab than
talk about her former days as the
"Parent Trap" star. And, Taylor
Swift seems more legitimate now
that she was dissed on stage on
national television.
Most magazines even feature a
section that emphasizes that stars
are just like us. They eat breakfast,
they have children and they sneeze!
So, the bottom line seems to be that
they are human beings.
Our nation is far more interested in watching other people live

we dreamed

JM

i

Wednesday, Feb. 10, 2010, our
campus was graced with the presence of widely acclaimed Professor
of Literature Valerie Smith. She

to

spoke

a full

of
room
English professors and students about her
recent projects,
most of which
brandellek night's
revolve around
the Civil Rights
cold
cases from the
movement and
era. Her work and interest in the
ethics of spectatorship inspired a
concern amongst a few of my peers
and myself. I low do we measure
the morality of television shows
such as "Cold Case," a show that
explores fictional unsolved crimes
based on typical cold cases?
In a specific episode, entitled
"Strange Fruit," the unsolved case
is the brutal beating and hanging
of a black man on his way to the
March on Washington. In a country that has begun to question its
own post-raci- al
potential, I wonder
if the majority of modern society
has become desensitized to the horrific injustices
were subject o, since it could be
argued that shows like this
"Strange Fruit" episode
them essentially for entertainment
purposes.
Even the documentary "Home of
the Brave," a film based on an actual cold case that is naturally more
informative and less about entertainment, seems to dig up unsettled
disputes and unrighted wrongs
--

ns

re-en-

.

v

singing voice or fabulous free throw

with the extravagant lifestyles of
the famous, but instead want to be
able to see someone else who is
having a harder time than we are.
TV shows like MTV's "Cribs,"
which showcases the ridiculously
expensive mansions of the rich and
famous, have been replaced with
like VII l's "Tool
programs
Academy," featuring large groups

Instead, they''" are becoming
famous for being human beings and
doing things that anyone can do.

ability.

For example, getting drunk and
getting in a fight with the next
closest person or for enjoying a
daily tanning session along with
their rhinestone studded
Even pursuing the life of fame and
fortune seems too much for us. Most
reality shows like Oxygen's
"Bad Girls Club" and VHfs
Our nation is far more
"Flavor of Love" consist- of
interested in watching
drinking as much as possible,
dancing with little clothing
people live
and hooking up with as many
people as possible. MTV and
face
lives then having to
VHl no longer are truly
our own ... We want to music channels but instead
be able to see someone else reality shdw channels.
This, however, is because
who is having a harder
they are in high demand for
both viewers and potential
time than we are.
participants. They allow
those watching to sit back,
of couples with dysfunctional relaslide their tax forms underneath
tionships.
the couch and judge away. Those
To be' able to judge other people's
lucky few that get picked to be on
poor decisions helps us to forget the show get to (ironically) escape
our own. Kven if I fail my midterm reality for not only the few weeks
tomorrow, or lose my job over that they are filming, but seemingspring break, I know that I will he ly for the rest of their lives.
able to eventually forget about it; Anyone who has ever heard of
unlike Paris Hilton, who will forev"Jersey Shore" will never he able to
er be known for her sex tape.
forget Snooki. And, who would
Kven people who pursue the want to?
famous life are going about it differis a Viewpoints editor
Hannah Diurio-Tol- li
ently. Many people are now skipShe
the
Voice.
can be reached for
ping the usual root of becoming for
HDiorio-TotIzvooster.edu
famous for their acting skills, great
at
t-sh-

irts.
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COWpresident replaced due to sexual orientation

Would-b- e

African-America-

their lives then having to face our
own. We are no longer as intrigued

For culture that
strongly
dignity
after
certainly
aren't treating
with very

v

act

Denison University. Shaver, who
that unsurprisingly bring about countywide affairs
and to campusaffairs as well. In 1995, openly identified herself as a lesfeelings of disconcertment in its -wide
viewers. It is the opinion of severapproximately 100 students held bian, listed Woods as her partner.
al educated folk that stories, ficsigns and wore purple armbands After Woods' appointment as presalike,
tional and
convocation
of ident, the Denison phone directory
during the
should be abandoned if we truly
Wooster's 70th year of excellence supposedly began to mysteriously
aim to become a
nation. in education, in response to the appear on our campus, among proIt's a very solid argument and it rumored possibility that an excelfessors. Then, Ren Edwards, anothreads as very patriotic
and lent candidate for President of the er lesbian professor at Kenyon
College had been subject to disUtopian.
College wrote a letter in Kenyon's
Call me a pessimist, hut every
crimination based on sexual orienliterary journal that referred to
dystopian novel I've ever read tation. But how many students are Woods as "Wooster's
newly
even aware of the incident now?
("Anthem," by Ayn Rand, and "The
lesbian
appointed,
Susanne
Giver," by Lois Lowry) lead me to
Susanne Woods was, according Woods."
believe,
that
aim
if we
strongly
to to the Board of Trustees, "the best
According to "The Chronicle of
make
America
into
Higher Education's"
Utopia, we're planning to
unnamed sources, a
flush our souls down the
few
also
trustees
Woods
discriminated
was
Perhaps
drain.
received an anonyI
can mous letter related to
against, and perhaps
completely understand that rehashing matsexual orientabe done
it now. But we can Woods
tion. Those trustees
ters that leave one party
without reimbursement,
be educated and we can remember. niet with her to disand the other without retcuss their newfound
We, as
... have a responsiribution, is a dangerous
knowledge, and the
business. But how much
on in details of that meeting
bility to know what is
more dangerous would it
are unclear. Both par
world.
be to let these negative
ties have signed legal
truths get swept under
agreements that hind
the rug? How can we
them to silence. All
expect not to repeat history, if we president for the College." She was that we know is that the day before
do not remind ourselves where
hired in April 1995, and John C she was to take office, Susanne
we've come from? Years go by, and Dowd, a trustee and chairman of Woods withdrew instead.
those who have experienced the the search committee, said of the
Dowd, when contacted for inforcruelty of Nazi Soldiers, Jim Crow hiring, "our goal was to find the mation, did not return phone calls.
laws or Apartheid laws, are slowly
best president for The College of Stanly C. Gault, whose powerful
less and less present among us. It Wooster ... and we have achieved monetary influence is evident on
must be someone's duty to keep that goal." Apparently, the board our beautiful campus, said, "I am
their stories alive, or we will withconvinced that this decision has
didn't understand the inconsequenout a doubt rewrite them for our tial meaning behind Ms. Woods' been made in the .best interests of
children,'
both Dr. Woods and the College."
claim to be "unmarried by choice."
This applies not only to national I Ier long-terpartner at the time, Both Woods and the College mainaffairs, but to statewide affairs, Anne Shaver, was a professor at tain that "significant differences
non-fiction-

al

post-raci-

al

.

nothing

about

students

going

our

m

t

I

concerning the role of the president had become apparent between
her and Wooster's Board of
Trustees, and that these issues
could not be mutually resolved."
Carolyn A. Durham, a professor
of French, said, "It's difficult for
me to understand how there could
have been 'disagreements about the
role of president" that would not
have been discussed prior to her
appointment by the board." Still, a
large amount of this story is based
albeit heavily
on speculations
supported ones. Perhaps Woods
was discriminated against, and perhaps nothing can be done about it
now. But we caii be educated and
we can remember. Wei as students
at Wooster, as populace of the
United States of America, as
inhabitants of the earth, have a
responsibility to know what is
going on in our world.
Fifteen years was not long ago,
and even greater distances in time
cannot be allowed to blur the
sharpness with which we see transgression. If uneasiness is all that
can be guaranteed to keep us from
ethical digression then let us not
take the easy route! I ve no pressing
desire to live in a topian nation- - I'd
rather keep my soul and furthermore, define it, by understanding
and appreciating my history. Cold
cases have a place and a purpose in
our society
subsequently so does
discomfort.
Ilrandelle Knights is a regulir contributor to the Voice. She can be reached for
comment at IiKniglitsl2zvooster.edu.
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Room selection for
Features Editor
That frustrating time of year

is

rs

:

of

ar

more

a

that those floor plans are not
always the most reliable concern
ing size.
When walking though these
buildings also take into considera
tion what is important to you
Would you like to live on a street or
Are windows
facing a quad?
important? If so you might not
want to consider any rooms on
ground floors. Do you want sun? If
yes, from which direction?
I found the most important piece
of advice to be that room selection
should be approached with an open
mind. Halls fill up quickly and differently each year, which is why
you should have several options in
several different halls.
Residence Life is continually
evaluating room size and trying to
find the most comfortable solution
for all students and avoiding
cramped living spaces as best they
possibly can.
For more information concerning the upcoming room selection
process or housing questions in
general, Erin Leonardi encourages
questions and concerns which she
will be happy to answer by email at

rs

fast approaching. That time when
sophomore and
every first-yea- r,
junior is randomly assigned a number and we all feel we got the worst
of any possible number. That's
right, it's time for room selection.
Associate
Leonardi,
Erin
Director of Residence Life at the
'College, talked about the important
changes and tips for those of us
who, once again or for the first
time, are going through the room
selection process.
A positive change, which many
may be unaware of is the redesigned
website
new
website. . This
has

has begun

2010-201- 1

Leonardi shared with me tips for
Bornhuetter, Wagner, Compton
those new to the room selection
and Douglass.
The reason for these changes are process and those who are veterans.
closer Being aware of your options is
the desire to keep first-yeatogether rather than have them very important.
When
It's useful to keep in mind that
spread out over campus.
within
asked
how many
dynamics
first-yeahalls change. While
were 1
for the
year a certain
expected
"When you're los- this
hall may have a repcoming school year,
utation for being
Cathy Finks said ing a quarter
loud or quiet, every
that while "it is way
year is different.
too early to know your student pop"When you're losthe class size for the ulation, dymanics
ing a quarter of
incoming first-yeclass," a target goal have to change."
your student popu
is 515 students.
and gainlation,
ing an entirely new
While
these
changes may come as
Erin Leonardi uarter t0 add t0
a shock to some,
Associate Director of the tuden! popula"
dynamics
that
especially
tionj,
Residence Life have to change,"
Wooster will poten
out
pointed
tially no longer have
Leonardi.
hall,
an
Walking through the different
Leonardi pointed out that "hall designations change as the need for buildings you are interested in is
also helpful. Try to become familthem changes."
Overall, few changes have been iar with rooms you would want to
live in. It is perfectly acceptable. to
made for the upcoming school year.
For the most part the Residence politely ask to view a room, or, if
has
Life staff and the room selection
doing that scares you, Res-lifloor plans of each hall. However,
process will remain the. same.

Elle Bloom

feel where students
can explore their options, access
more specific information and find
all the forms one might need during
user-friend- ly

all-fem-

this time.
Along with these changes are
improvements in hall designations.
As it did this year, the love-- it or
hate-- it
Holden Annex will remain,
closed. First-yehalls will now be

ale
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of
semester
I'm
suddenly
and
senior
trymy
year
ing to figure out which graduation
announcements I want to order and
what I want my I.S title to be.
With this whole reality beginning
to set in, I've started thinking about
what things I'm going to miss and not
so much miss next year when I'm living 'at home with my parents and
many of my friends are still living the
college dream. I can't say I'm really
going to miss Lowry food or how
quickly I spend my Flex dollars, but
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as someone who has always valued
personal friendships, I can say without
question the thing I'm going to miss
the most next year are the close
friends and connections I've made at
Wooster.
I came to college with the understanding that it wouldn't necessarily
be the academics or sports that had
the biggest impact on my college
experience. Rather, it would be the
people I met and the relationships I
formed that would be most memo
rable. I lucked out my freshman year
finding a sorority in which I felt

comfortable.

.

ELeonardiwooster.edu.

Craig Barrett to lecture at Wooster next week

I had stumbled

upon a

group of girls that were funny, supportive of one another and genuinely believed in the sisterhood. Four
years later I've come to understand
just how beneficial this group has
been for me.

One of the biggest things I'm
thankful for within my sorority is how
my involvement within the group has
prompted my involvement with other
organizations on campus. Through
holding a position on the Executive
Board within my group, I've really
learned important strategies about
team efforts and working with a big
group of people. Although the road
along the way has been difficult, the
lessons I've learned are inherently
valuable. If it were not for the constant support from my group or the
boost of confidence they know I usually need, I probably wouldn't even be
writing for the Voice right now.
Perhaps though, what I enjoy most
about being in a sorority are the lifelong connections I've made. I love

Apart from getting his bachelor's where the smart people come from.
If there aren't enough smart peodegree, master's degree and doctorate from Stanford University, ple, game over."
Barrett further stated that "the
Barrett perfected the process for
Intel's powerful next one is smart ideas, and that's that when I go home to Chicago over
rnanufacturing
microprocessors. He is also the investing in R&D. If you don't do Christmas, spring break or summer,
author of more than 40 technical that, you don't add value. And the there are probably close to 10 alumni
papers related to the influence of last one is to provide the right from my sorority living in or around
microstructure on the properties of environment. In the company, the city. Although a few are friends
materials. In addition, he is the that's getting smart people with who had graduated in the past three
good ideas together and just letting years, there are a bundle of girls who
author of a materials science textof them do their thing. And at the graduated in 2000 and 2002 that I
called
book
Principles
never even knew of until they came
national level, the right environ
Engineering Materials.
back as alumni for Initiation or
"U.S. Competitiveness in the 21st
ment involves tax rates and regulaavailHomecoming weekend.
Century" is this year's theme at the tory climate, encouraging the
Knowing that these girls who gradLecture Series. Prior to Barrett's
ability of venture capital, and
before me are still close friends
uated
retirement from Intel last May, in building the right social attitudes."
with
one another and still value their
Barrett will present on the
an interview with Fortune magamembership within the group, I have
zine, he identified three levers that United States' current situation
different nations can manipulate with each of the three levers, as hope that maybe next year won't be so
well as what can be done to improve bad. Additionally, joining a sorority
and use to improve their competihas give.n me the opportunity to
the country's competitiveness. '
tiveness .
Barrett's lecture, free and open to become close with girls outside my
According to the Wooster's
the public, will be held on Feb. 24 at class year. I'm close friends with a
Office of Public Information,
Barrett told Fortune, "one of them 7:30 p.m. in the Gault Recital Hall number of underclassman and have
gotten to know girls I never thought
is the education lever
that's of Scheide Music Center.

Peter Guber, CEO of Mandalay
Entertainment; Donald Kohn, vice
chairman of the Federal Reserve;
This year, Craig R. Barrett', and Katharine Lee Reid, former
retired chief executive officer, CEO director of The Cleveland Museum
and chairman of .the board of Intel of Art.
In 1974,. Barrett joined the team
Corporation, will be the speaker at
this year's James R. Wilson at Intel Corporation, starting out
as a technology development manLecture.
For another year, The College of ager. After his graduation from
Wooster will be presenting the Stanford University w ith a Ph.D. in
Materials Science, he returned as
James R. Wilson Lecture Series.
The series is supported by the faculty to join the Department of
James R. Wilson Fund in the Materials Science and Engineering.
By 1984, he was appointed vice
Business Economics department.
The fund was established in 2001 president of the Intel Corporation.
In 1987, he was promoted to senior
as a gift from James R. and Linda
vice president and executive vice
R. Wilson. The series has consispresident three years later. He was
tently brought leaders in the finanelected to the board of Intel in
cial sector and business intellectu1992 and named the company's
als to The College to share their
insights with students, faculty, staff chief operating officer in 1993. He
was also elected president and chief
and the rest of the Wooster comexecutive officer in 1997 and 1998
munity.
respectively, as well as chairman of
In previous years, the Business
Economics department had hosted the board in 2005.

Tamari Farquharson
Features Editor

I'd have a chance to know
that, I really am thankful.

and for

In the end, it's really the little
things that I'm going to miss the
most. Of course it'll be weird not getI
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I know
painstakingly funny as I do
these connections won't be lost anytime soon.
And even though I won't be taking
as many family tree pictures with my
family, I have a feeling
come Homecoming Weekend in the
fall, it really will seem like I never
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Allana Mortell '10 is a News editor
and is the Secretary of Zeta Phi
Gamma. She can be reached for com-
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"Valentines Day" opens up hearts and wallets
stories

Keshia Butler

one else was just as tun in their
own roles. Taylor Swift got a part
intersect in this movie, which to me seemed
and over- - to fit her very well,
The teen stories were something
at
lap
many dif-- that I felt like most teens go
through in their relationships,
"Some of the stores you definitely
and also wouldn't predict, but that's what
has a few makes the movie so interesting,
A story between the older couple
unexpect- ed
sur- in the movie really stuck out to me
prises. It because I wasn't ready for their sit- uation to happen,
was much
" ''
.I
m
less
The only downfall to this movie in
preThe stars and director of the new movie
d i c t'a b e my opinion had to be how it was kind
"Valentine's Day" at the premiere (Photo by AP).
than "He's of scattered going from one charac- be for you, but is full of excitement Just Not that Into You, which I
i ter in the
.
movie
to
is what I expected.
and romance. On its opening weekanother one,
end, "Valentine's Day" grossed $56
Ashton Kutcher played a cute
but it was
million dollars.
role in the movie. Anne
LLLJ
With a two hour run time, I didgreat how
Hathaway's got skills when it
n't have high expectations for this conies to accents, Jessica Alba their situations somehow all tied
movie, but it was better than I
played an unusual role, Bradley
together. Nevertheless, it's a fun
anticipated! It's a collage of love Cooper did that as well and every- - movie with no date required.

that

nothing short of great.
This movie had twists and turns
that left you constantly guessing and
surprised at the outcome, with nonstop laughs. The film was about several people living their lives in Ix)s
Angeles and how their paths intertwined on Valentine's Day.
,As they are taking the next step,
breaking up, or became just plain single and alone you see the pressure
Valentine's Day puts on people of all
age groups and what love can do to
you. If you don't like the typical
corny, "chick flick" movie this' may not

ferent
points

i

I

-

i

1

i

Day" was without a
see date movie for
couples and friends on St. Valentine's
Day this year. With a $.'52 million dollar budget and an all star cast including Bradley Cooper, Eric Dane, Jamie
Foxx and Jessica Alba, this film was

doubt the must

'-

"Valentine's

i
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ISM shows set the standard for new worlds
I. S. productions push the limits of views and media
them to talk. Through a series of
monologues and dialogue, Paolino-Gihso- n
beautifully weaved together a
whole picture around the subject of
alxrtion. Ryan Shafranek '13 introduced each scene by giving a context
to the setting, allowing actors Kate
Donnelly '13 and Maria Cox '12 to
characters.
present
The stories were either fictional
and true, but all were personal and
multi-dinientio-

nal

givless concerned about the plot
ing the characters a chance to tell
their story with complete honesty.
Paolino-Gibso-

Lauren Vandiver '10 performs in her I.S. production "A Good
Face" with Alex Parrott '12. (Photo courtesy Season Ellison)
Dollinger and Wadleigh's

George Myatt
A&E Editor
On a typical day, students witness

seniors completing their Independent
Study through different methods:
staring for long hours at a computer
screen or book in their library carrel,
or mixing dangerous chemicals in a
science lab. But theatre and dance
majors won't be found in the libaray
or a lab.
Senior theatre and dance majors
Laura Vandiver, Alex Paolino-Gibso- n,
Marten Dollinger and
Allison Wadleigh showcased their
productions this past weekend in a
combined presentation titled "ISA4."
The four performances were split
between different nights, with
Vandiver and

shows

Paolino-CJibso- n

running on Thursday and Friday,
while Dollinger and Wadleigh's
shows were showcased on Saturday
and Sunday.
I noticed an interesting pairing
between the four show s. Vandiver and
Paolino-Gibson-

productions

's

on controverisal issues such
as body image and abortion, while

fix-use-

d

performances were engineered with digital
media. Each performance was unique
because it became apparent that the
audience would enter into a new
world with its own rules and goals.
Vandiver's piece, "A Good Face,"
was derived from Neil Labute's beau.

n

incorporated some

elements of Native American performance in between the scenes, to
indicate the start of a new story.
As Shafranek pounded the floor to
create a rhythm and beat similar to a
drum, Donnelly and Cox chanted
words that described the theme of
the piece. The blended tones of a
drum and strong words alluded to
the sound of a heart beat.
To remind the audience politely
about their main goal, each actor
wrote on one side of the "space in
chalk, "TALK." I acknowledge that
abortion can be a polarizing issue, but

ty plays series with three sections
from "The Shape of- - Things," "Fat
Pig" and "Reasons to Be Pretty." Each
exposed the difficulties and issues
surrounding society today about how
beauty is perceived. Vandiver did an

"waiting" reminded

exceptional job of transforming into
a different complex character for each

to start meaningful
conversations on
this issue and listen to everyone's

scene.

Though each character exhibited
different qualities of movement,'
stance and tone, all of the characters
placed various values on beauty, but
came to the same conclusion that
lx)ks were a huge factor in their lives.
Vandiver's performance made me stop
and think about how society and the
media ask tor unnecessary attention
and promotion of a beauty standard.
Paolino-Gibson- 's
original piece,
"waiting," did not pose a question to
the audience about iibortion; it asked

me that we
actually need to talk about this issue.
Paolino-Gibso- n
was not asking his
audience to change
their view on abortion. He wanted us

story.

Vandiver and Paolino-Gibson- 's
work used direct means of
shedding light on controversial
issues, Dollinger and Wadleigh's
productions separately employed
digital media to introduce alternaWhile

tive realities.

"Editors," a film by Dollinger,
the weekly struggles of
college students running the student
newspaper, "The Wooster Sound."
Using a format similar to the TV

show, "The Office," the film was composed of two episodes centered
Clark, played
around editor-in-chiby Jonah Comstock '10, and his coef

workers, all trying to please, insult,
or simply tolerate him. There was a
great level of authenticity in the film;
you felt as if you were looking
through the eyes of someone work- -'
ing in the newsroom. I appreciate
how Comstock and rest of cast displayed a great level of commitment
and concentration to their parts and
the story. It made the film all the
more enjoyable.
Wadleigh's use of technology in
her original performance "Facebook
Me," transported the audience into
the world of the social networking
site Facebook. With a computer

screen displaying the site, Robin
Reese (played by Carrie Muller '12)
becomes so consumed by talking and
spying on her friends on Facebook,

that she magically finds herself
placed inside the site, hopelessly lost,
but determined to find her way out.
She meets some of her friends, people she doesn't even know and annoying games and applications. It was
quite comical how Wadleigh added all
these inixrtant elements of the site,
and each affected the relationships
and conversations con-

ducted

in

the "online"

space.

The constant

commu-

nication and socialization

Midler's

was overwhelming

charac-

ter. Facelxxk is a great tool for communication, hut we may need to step
back and think about how it is affecting us socially. It's hard to determine
that at the moment, but this performance has prompted me to think about
why we use sites such as Facebook.
Overall, I was very moved and
inspired by these performances.

chronicles

Wooster

Voice

editors

Jonah

Comstock and Marten Dollinger did not

contribute any reporting to this story.

Wooster Street Style
This week, Wooster Street Style caught up with Anila Sulejmanaj '10 in keeping warm in high

1. )

i

,

'

What are you wearing?

Victoria Secret black skinny jeans, Free 2 Be white (fur hat) hoodie, Black H&M peacoat,
and Jessica Simpson black knee high boots. I usually tend to shop around and purchase things
that stand out to me, I am not loyal to any particular brand, but I do gravitate a lot toward
H&M because their clothes fit my body well. I really dislike Jessica Simpson's clothing & shoe
line, but I had to make an exception for these boots.

V

2. ) Do you live by any

rules of fashion?

I tend to buy clothes that flatter my body type instead of simply following trends, and
usually add accessories to keep my wardrobe looking current.

JLUi

3. )

'10, dons a
monochromatic look and
hat to brave the snow.
(Photo by Linda Kuster).

Anila Sulejmanaj,

fur-lin-

ed

I

What inspires your style?

grew up watching a lot of 1940' s and 50' s cinema and I really liked the elegant and
refined trends from that period. For instance, Lauren Recall's style stands out in my mind as
both powerful and feminine. Hence, I like the structured look of the 1940's and 50's period
integrated with more urban and contemporary elements from today.
I

i

nathancomstock

You,worked

oacKstage,

or you waited until next year.
Things have changed. Last year students took matters into their own
hands and a whole slew of student- appeared.
productions
run
and
Effie's
Players
Shakesperiments,
the Broadway Revue all gave lots of
students opportunities to get on
stage and perforin. The Ten Minute
Play
Play Festival and
Festival are back, and almost every
spring, the campus sees senior.the-atr- e
majors looking for new talent to
appear in their I.S. shows.
The point I'm trying to make here
is that if you want to be an actor, .
now is the time to try it. I know
from experience that the theatre
department here can seem pretty
insular, but this year alone we've
seen a huge outpouring of talent
that I had never encountered before.
Almost the entire cast of Effie's production this year, "The Fantasticks"
were students whom I had never
seen in a production at Wooster, and
it was an excellent.
It's not just acting, either. Pretty
much every area of the arts has
groups with varying levels of professionalism and expected commitment. For example, Wooster has five
a capella groups
two male, two
female, and one co-eDo you know
how ridiculous that is for a school
this size? These groups audition
new members every year, and most
of the people who sing in them
aren't music majors. Last year, A
Round of Monkeys had one music
major out of 18 members, and she
didn't even lead rehearsals.
If dance is your thing, there are
two official dance concerts produced
each year by the Wooster Dance
Company (part of the theatre and
Students do
dance department).
most of the choreography, and,
believe it or not, most of them aren't
dance majors. Which is just as well
because there are only two dance
majors at the school right now
they'd have to work pretty hard to
put all those pieces together
If modern dance isn't
what you're into, the Let's Dance
Society is always open to people
looking to work on their social dance
skills
they do swing as well as a
variety of ballroom kind of styles.
We also have a student literary
magazine, The Goliard, which
accepts submissions of art, music,
poetry and prose from everyone; not
just art majors, music majors and
english majors. They also host writing workshops where you can have
your work critiqued.
Most of these groups and productions have relatively low time commitments. A capella groups typically rehearse two nights a week for an
hour and a half a week. Plays are
more intense, but they usually only
rehearse for four to six weeks. The
student groups are often willing to
work around people's schedules.
And if you're really pressed for time,
the
Play Festival only takes,
well, you get the idea.
Despite all these opportunities,
plenty of Wooster students still
have artistic areas they want to pur
sue, but they never try. They tell
themselves they're not good enough,
and they defeat themselves before
they even start. Wooster is the perfect place for exploring these different areas. If there's something you
think you might want to try, get out
there and try it. The worst that can
happen is you don't succeed. But the
chance to be on stage, or to have
your work seen and admired by the
campus, is worth the risk. You might
discover a side of yourself that you
'
never knew you had.
.

24-ho- ur

.

d.

.

ly.

single-handed-

24-ho- ur

style. Standing in stark contrast to tlie wintry wonderland Wooster has recently become, Sulemanaj

told us a little bit about her style philosophy.

My freshman year, there were two
there was a
to trv out for
it
play,
fall
a
and
spring play.
If you didn't get into
that
one,
was that.

Dlavs

i

Nathan

Comstock

is a Senior Arts

Writer for the Voice.

lie may be reached

for further

comments

and questions

NComstocklOwooster.edu

at,

'
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Scots slay undefeated Tigers, look to solidify post-seaso-n
..

opons taitor

Just before hnlfVimp
Jessica
halftime, Jessica.
Wingen '13 added two lay ups and a
pair of free throws to give Wooster

The Wooster women's basketball
team ended Wittenberg University's
winning streak dating back
to the 2008-0- 9 season in a 74- -6 upset
last Saturday in Springfield, Ohio.

the advantage at the half
).
The Tigers opened the half with
six unanswered points to again
claim a lead of one
),
but the
Scots went on a 12-- 2 run with

.

Margaret Donnelly

30-ga-

).
V

iSl-SO(31-30-

me

1

(38-33-

.,
.
.
.
i
tn
Wingen
contributed
to the Scots'
dominance with a career-hig- h
14
points and was
from the field,
while Schwartz was
with 1
points. Statistically, Wooster was at
its best going
and limiting
Wittenberg to 31 .percent shooting
on the night.
.

6-o- f-9

5-fo-

(52-42-

(39-38-

28-of--

1

r-5

54

7

play
....

...
Wooster's
.

rescheduled
match
against Ohio Wesleyan University (16-- 6,
NCAC) was once again postponed due to inclement weather. The
game is rescheduled for tonight at 7:30
p.m. in Delaware, Ohio. The Scots finish the weekend at Earlham University
NCAC) tomorrow at 3 p.m.
1

1-

-2

(3-2- 0,

2-- 12

.

Kym Wenz '10 contributed with a
game-hig- h
35 points, bringing her
career total to 1,500. Wenz currently
sits in second place on Wooster's
scoring list, behind Katie
Montague '99 with 1 ,6 0.
Thevin marked Wooster's first victory over Wittenberg (16-- 7, 14-- 1
NCAC) since Feb. 17, 2007 and
improved the Scots' (10-1- 3,
7
all-ti-

r.,.

anA Wingen scoring a com
Wuni
Wenz and
bined 10 points. Schwartz converted a basket after receiving an assist
by Taylor Keegan '11 to see the
Scots lead by 10 again
).
Wooster held onto its lead, extending it to as much as 13 throughout
the remainder of the game.

19

me

1

7--

NCAC) standings with just two conference games until the NCAC tournament. The win put the Scots ahead of
Allegheny College
3,
7 NCAC)
in conference standings and a game
between Allegheny and Denison
(9-1-

6--

University (15-6
NCAC) will
determine Wooster's final ranking.
The game opened with a
by Colleen Goodwillie '10 on
an assist by Kristen Schwartz '12. The
Scots kept a small lead until the Tigers
tied the game at 8.
Wittenberg
7--

7,

three-point-

er

8--

eclipsed Wooster with a
7
lead
with 10 minutes left in the first half;
but the Scots retaliated with a 13-- 3
run, which included two three-bal- ls
by
Wenz to give Wooster a
18-1-

10-poi-

advantage

nt

with six minutes

(30-2- 0)

remaining.

;

In the next three minutes,
Wittenberg dominated the court with
an 1
run to take the lead by one
1- -0

ColleenGoodwillie '10 is the team's second-leadin- g
scorer from
cent from behind the arc (Photo by Sam VanFleet).

range for the Scots. She is shooting 36

per-

leads track and field into NCACs

Boamah-Acheampon- g
women finished

Matthew Yannie
Sports Editor
The women's track and field first-ye- ar
phenom, Abena
'13, is quickly making
a name for herself only four meets
into the season. The lone first-plafinisher for the Scots in the
Championships this past Saturday,
won the high
jump (5 feet, 2.25 inches) and broke
the school record in just her second
collegiate meet, with a jump of 5
feet, 3 inches a week earlier. The
Boamah-Acheampo-

ng

ce

All-Oh- io

Boamah-Acheampo-

three-poi- nt

ng

in a tie for 12th-plaout of 19 other teams.
Just one day earlier at the Kenyon
Invitational, the Scots were led by

ce

Sarah Appleton '12 and Kelsie
Herring '12 who won the 5,000- - and
1,000-metevents, respectively.
Colleen O'Neil '13 finished second
behind Appleton, and Miriam Wise
' 1 took home second-plac- e
honors
in Friday's long jump.
The men's track and field team
finished in the bottom half in the
Championships this past
Saturday, but according to Jon
er

1

All-Oh- io

Mathis '10, the Scots are right
where they want to be. Mathis
emphasized that the team's "ultimate goal is an outdoor conference championship, and I think we
are definitely on pace."
The men were led by the jumping
of Eric Dyer '10, the running of
Brian Albani '10 and the throwing
of Josh Kime '11. Dyer's impressive
performance in the triple jump (43
feet 3 inches) earned him third-plain a field of 14 competitors. Albani
completed the
hurdles in
an impressive 7.82 seconds, earning

fourth overall, while Kinie recorded
a 14th place finish in the shot put.
The team finished 16th in the field
of 19 teams, but Albani is hopeful.
"We're getting better and progressing nicely. We're right on track to do
well in conference," he said. Mathis
stressed that the team has not
reached its potential and that success is a process with the goal being
a conference championship
in the
spring.
Albani

ce

55-me-

wasn't pleased with the
finish but said, "I can
live with that. I'm getting closer and
fourth-plac-

ter

e

I'm working at it."
Friday the Scots took to the track
in the Kenyon invitational, a

non-scori- ng

meet which gave them early
season experience and competition.
Wooster recorded three top finishes
Friday with Julian Mangano '10
winning the
race, Rob
McConnell '10 earning first in the
pole vault and Robert Flagg '12
leading the pack in the long jump.
The indoor season continues
tomorrow as the teams return to
Ganibier, Ohio for the Kenyon
500-met- er

Classic.

Tattoos reflect personal style, or lack thereof
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most of them
scream "had decision."

Sadlv, no

athlete at Wooster was worthy of
earning a spot on our list, hut
then again that's probably a good
thing when you see those chosen.
Enjoy!
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oil' of being "that
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hat should we expect?
1.

Chris "Birdman" Andersen

Where to start? As the only
white guy on our list, you wouldn't
think he'd make number one.
I low ever, he earns the number one
spot simply because he's the
biggest badass here. After being
expelled from the NBA for "drug
violations," Anderson was reinstated and helped theThuggets
err,
Nuggets in the playoffs. His signature celebration, simply titled the
"Birdman," has him wave his hands
around and flap like a bird. This is
cool and all, but what makes it better is the wings he has tattooed on
his arms. And shoulders. And back.

Essentially, everywhere on his
body. Also, his hairstyle is a dual
mullctmohawk hybrid. That in
itself makes Andersen worthy of a
number cine spot.

guy." doing'every-thin- g

from wearing a winkling
dress to promote
his own autobiog-

it stood for, thai
was added underneath
"l'u !''
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Any time you
talk about weird
and random anything. in the world

have the acronym
"FAME"'
inked
onto his hack,
which is no sur-

(

Miami Heat to

2. Dennis
Rodman

censored back tattoo, lie chose to

ow n LiMoo

urally there. Oh, and she also has
angel wings. It is horrifying. This
picture should
have
relieved
Michael Jackson of the title for
"Craziest person of the 990s." But
then again, it is Dennis Rodman, so

for

the rest of the
sporting world, A I
falls
into
the
fblirth slot for his

.

L

i
t

4. Allen
Iverson

Although

than that, this
thing is utterly
ridiculous. What
if Haslem gets
traded from his
current team, the
team outside of
Florida? Except
for maybe Tim
Tebow, we don't
think anyone is
actually
that
proud to be from
Florida;
except
for maybe Florida. He's still
cool, right?

'I

T''

.

1

his arm or that
one of the guys
from "The Hills
Have
Eyes" is
turning it off.
Also,
based on
Tila
Tequila's
example,
we
might not want to
him
upset
by
"leaving him off."

.

Wooster, this is
evident
from
just watching
the men in the
UG do their
lining
but in
the realm of
p r o fe s s i o n a
sports it .stands
out even more.
This week, we
take a look at
tattoos. While
all five of the
listed
people
below
have
their share of

home appliance on

:

Let's be honest. Some guys have
mad style, and some don't. Here at
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a tattoo on his
entire state of

1
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.hu lu
lime- -

Eieberman would change his stance
on politics. What is possibly the most
absurd part alxmt him is his full buck
tattoo,

Other

which, to put it incredibly
pictures a naked female li 'iae
linir some very c ranhie thines w iih
part of her own body that isn't nat- -

i:. itly,

'ss iiii
ini reihbly

tin lost.

raphy, to changing
his hair color more
than
Senator

i

Honorable Mention
Mike Tyson
Charles liarkley warned that
you shouldn't start a confrontation with a guy who has a face tattoo. Tyson is that guy. His tribal
tattoo adds to his intimidation
factor. Also, this is the same guy
w ho ow ns a tiger and rocks
out to
l'lul Collins. And helped win a
(i.ddcn Globe. That's good
cnourh for sixth.
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Rivalry brings out best in both schools
Conan

O'Brien from NBC studios.
On paper, the Scots should have
been able put this one away. They

al

University

(10- -

4,

last
the

18--

5)

Saturday,
showdown

tloor

than

home

arch-riv-

Wittenberg

j

faster

took on their

was
yogef supposedly all
but a formality.
Wooster hadn't lost a game in two
months and was set to cruise to an

strated. The Tigers' exhaustive press
double-teamIan Franks '11 and
'1
Balch
Nathan
every time either of
the guards penetrated in the paint.
Once the Scots got out of sync early,
they were unable to find their focus.
1

out-of-ha-

nd

two hours ago.
the
The loss was difficult
crowd
showed
the
of
season
largest
up to a game in which the Scots
were pushed around like a grocery
cart. The loss, howev er, was instructive. While the defeat snapped a
13-ga-

proved why this rivalry is the most
intense in Div. III.
As expected, Saturday's crowd of

at No. 21, dropping only two slots
after the loss. Because regional
rankings are such a critical determinant to the NCAA Tournament
selection committee, the Scots could

X
i

v.

ff.

home crowd.
'
Unlike in previous years, the regular season championship wasn't at
stake in this match up. The Scots

26-2-

e.

four straight to the Scots, with their
last win in the series on Jan. 19,
2008. The Tigers had nothing to
which they
play for but pride

fought tooth and nail for.
The Tigers came in with a level
of energy and intensity that the
Scots hadn't seen all season. The
Tigers' defense was stingier than
the tuition collectors in the
Business Office, collapsing on the
Scots' perimiter players every time
they drove to the hole. While the
about
Scots closed within 18-halfway through the opening period, the Tigers went on a 19-- 7 run
16

J

Matt

Fegan '12 has contributed strong minutes as a

back- -

yPP9iD guard (Photo by Harrison Wilson).
winning The Scots' inability to hold onto the
were riding' a
ball played a decisive factor in the
streak and had won 22 straight conthe Tigers won the turnover
ference contests. All aspects came
upset.
the outside battle 18-together .for them
So much emphasis is placed on the
shooters were finally heating up, the
perimeter defense was locking down difficulty of winning on the road.
opponents and the post players Before Saturday's game, Franks hintwere dominating in the paint. The ed that a raucous opposing crowd can
actually motivate the visiting team.
biggest home crowd of the season
had showed up to give the team an It showed on Saturday. Wittenberg
seemed to feed off the hostile stuextra edge.
Emblematic of a true rivalry game,
dent section, intent on disappointing
none of those factors mattered almost. 3,000 fans. With 1 minutes
Saturday. Wittenberg played its best left in the game, the Tigers led by a
While the Scots
game of the entire season. While the score of
Scots had more talent on the floor, found their rhythm in the last 10
they couldn't match the energy and minutes to cut the final deficit (67-5to 11, by that point it was as if
intensity that Wittenberg demon- 13-ga-

me
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Winning the NCAC Tournament
would not only lock up an automatic hid, but. could pay olf with an
opportune draw in the tournament.
tha NTAC
This renders
sceTournament as a must-wi- n
nario for the Scots. The Scots are
far and away the most talented
team in the conference. The only
team that has looked good enough
to stop the Scots all season is
Wittenberg.
From that standpoint, maybe the
Scots should be rooting for someone
who
else to trip up the Tigers
always seem to save their best for
Wooster. Then again, it's, hard to
imagine the Scots not entering into
a possible rematch against the
Tigers with an unbelievable level of
intensity and energy, ready to punch
their
ticket to the NCAA
Tournament by exacting revenge
From that
l.
on their
standpoint, it'd be just like old times.
Maybe the Scots should root for
the Tigers to make it back to
Timken for a grudge match next

'

MY: Last season you f
t ... .1 in t..e one- -i c!i r t
tlo NCAC Cliarr-

.

e

sj

r?

1,11: Finishing in the top three
was my goal. knew that I would he
facing a lot of tough compel, lion,
but I have luen training a lot hard- er this year. have a new coacii tins
season, so I thought 1 could acliievcl
1

;

1

;

even greater success.
MY: How does the compet';ion

;

(hial-- i a ct,
season prepare you for C,',: ; at
tint rtiM fcrinrp i'lKinUiiiirt .! '
How much more comjieti;ive is
the NCAC meet compared to any
of the
LK: It varies deluding on tliel
rmeet, but generally the competition
'isn't too harsh for most colleges
i
except for Denison University
which is sort of a powerhouse of
solid- diving right now. Dual-meeify my list of dives up until confer- '
ence. I get to try different tilings at
I the dual-me- et
level and then by the I
time I get to conference I know

in diving during the

1

;

dual-meet-

;

s?

!

ts

which dives are good enough for
that level of competition.
MY: You are the first male at
the College to win the NCAC

s

;

award and only
the second diver in school history
to earn top honors. What does
'
the award mean to you and to the
'
diving program at Wooster?
Diver-of-the-Y-

ear

i

LK: It means th,d v,ee s;.,, ,1
to take it to the next level. The pro- "gram is growing, and hopefully

2010 Winter Olympic Standings
Nation

,!'?;.

c
.v c
on
hip
Cham pi

benefit as one of the tojvranked
teams in the Great Lakes Region.

,

had already won the conference
title, reserving Timken Gymnasium
for the NCAC
7
on Feb.
Tournament. For the Tigers, all
that was on the line was a share of
second-placThe Tigers had lost

(,;' .V.

nie

winning streak, the Scots can
use this game to refocus as they
enter the most crucial stretch of the
season.
Despite the loss, the season outlook remains positive for the Scots.
The Scots remain nationally ranked

(r

undefeated regular season in conference play. When the Tigers rained
on the Scots' parade harder than the
Great Flood of Noah's Ark, they

more than 2,800 was the biggest of
the season. The student section was.
filled 30 minutes before tip-oThey welcomed the Wittenberg
team with a chorus of boos. From
the outset, though, Wittenberg con- trolled the tempo and silenced the

the Wooster Police had come to
break up a party on Fast University
Street that had gotten

ed

--

overall)

19-- 5

.

NCAC,

1

(1--

;

ball team

37-2-

;

to close the half with a 3 lead
the Scots had been chased off their

When the Wooster men's basket

Total

Bronze

!

we'll be able to get some more
divers now. I'm just so happy I was
able to achieve this honor and hope
fully I'll be able to win it in the
?
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Kelly, Knezevic lead Scots in NCAC meet
Mike Haggerty
Voice Staff
The men and women of the
Wooster swimming and diving
teams ended their season Saturday
on a note they can be proud of,
with the women coming in third
and the men sixth in the NCAC
Championships.
The Scots can take much away
from the championships as they
look forward to the Kenyon
Invitational and then on to the Div.
Ill National championships.
The women managed to finish
with an impressive 9(54 points to
achieve their second third-plac- e
finish in three years at the NCAC

championships. The only teams to
beat out the Scots were Denison
University and Kenyon College.
The women were lead by Syd Kelly
'10 and Caroline Hanson '13, who
qualified for the championship
finals in the 200-yabreaststroke.
Kelly finished in fifth place overall
with a time of 2:26.31, while
Hanson managed an impressive
seventh place overall with a time of

third place finish with
4:01.47.

a

time of

,

For the men, Logan LaBerge '10
finish in the
managed a sixth-pla200-yabackstroke with a time of
1:54.96. Brett Dawson '11 managed
finish in the consolaa 12th-plaa
with
time of 1:58.57 and
tion
Radtke
'10 managed a sevRyan
enth place finish in the men's 1,650
freestyle with a time of 16:46.66.
Michael Saltzman '10 achieved a
15th place finish in the
freestyle, while Kevin Audet '12
managed a 19th place finish in the
ce

rd

rd

ce

2:29.00.
'
In addition, Melissa Haug '12
finish in the
managed a fifth-pla200-yabutterfly while her sister,
Rebecca Haug '12, also finished in

100-met- er

ce

rd

'

1,650 free.

the top ten. The women also managed to perform well in the 400-yamedley relay. They achieved a

In addition, Luke Knezevic '12
was awarded the NCAC
honors. He marks the
Diver-of-the-Ye- ar

rd

i

iai

i

1..-1-

:.

2

first male from Wooster to win this
award. Although the men did not
achieve their goal of an NCAC
Championship, the senior class,
went out with a result they can be
proud 'of.
Overall the Scots can be very
proud of their performances. They
managed to compete in the most
challenging swimming conference
in Div. III.
This weekend, they will compete
in the Kenyon Invitational in
Gambier, Ohio.
In addition, the
Scots have much too look forward
to in the coming weeks as they will
st
for the Div. Ill
play
National Championship, along with
Beloit College.
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